Summary of treated cases
at the
Rotating Gamma Institute Debrecen, Hungary
between
August 17, 2008 and May 14, 2009.

Participating Neurosurgeons:
Prof. Dr. Laszlo Bognar, Director of RGI
Prof. Dr. Imre Fedorcsak
Dr. Jozsef Dobai
Dr. Geza Mezey
Treatment Planning System:
Explorer 4DTM, Version 2.0.
Gamma Radiation Delivery Unit:
American Radiosurgery Vertex 360TM

At the Rotating Gamma Institute Debrecen, Hungary there were a total of 558 cases of
treatments in the period of August 17, 2008 and May 14, 2009. In the following we will present a
short summary of the treatment procedure, the statistics of the treated cases, and a few sample cases
of different indications.
On the average there are about 30-32 treated cases at the center monthly totaling to an about
360 cases per year. The center exclusively treats cases where high precision gamma radiosurgery is
required for the concerned medical indications.

Rotating Gamma Unit
High precision radiosurgery is performed via a one time, high intensity, stereotactic gamma
irradiation procedure. The machine used for radiosurgery is the American Radiosurgery Vertex
360TM rotational gamma ray unit. The machine contains 30 rotating Co 60 gamma ray sources,
precisely arranged for high intensity and high precision irradiation. The localization of the treated
area is done by a stereotactic head frame mounted on head of the patient by four small sterile
screws.

American Radiosurgery Vertex-360 unit for gamma radiosurgery

Thirty Co60 gamma sources provide high precision and high intensity irradation

Treatment Selection
A neuro-oncology committee consisting of neurosurgeons, oncologist, and radiation
therapists discusses every individual case, and decides whether the patient can undergo the
radiosurgeric procedure.

Treatment Procedure
On the day of the treatment a stereotactic headframe is attached to the head of the patient
using four small sterile screws. Local anesthesia is administered for the comfort of the patient.

The localization can be based on CT or MR images that are taken at the local diagnostic
units. Only one of the diagostic images is needs to be taken with the headframe on (usually CT),
because the images can be fused together in the Explorer 4DTM treatment planning software.

The DICOM based CT and MR images are sent over the network to the Explorer 4DTM
treatment planning software, where different images views can be analyzed and used for the
planning.

Our treatment planning procedure follows the description of the User Manual of the
Explorer 4DTM treatment planning system.

Based on the treatment plan the radiosurgeric procedure takes place at the American
Radiosurgery Vertex 360TM unit.

The procedure is complete by the removal of the stereotactic headframe.

Summary Table of Treated Cases
The following table summarizes the cases treated between August 17, 2007 and May 14,
2009. There have been 558 cases treated altogether within this period of time.

Treated disease

Number of cases

Metastastatic Brain Tumors

212

Schwannomas

141

Meningiomas

118

Arteriovenous Malformations

48

Pituitary Tumor

11

Primary Brain Tumors

18

Trigeminal Neuralgia

10
Total:

558

Duration of treatments:

Treated disease

Average (mins)

Maximum
(mins)

Minimum
(mins)

Metastastatic Brain Tumors

48

276

8

Schwannomas

51

243

10

Meningiomas

79

232

11

Arteriovenous Malformations

37

124

10

Pituitary Tumor

36

64

10

Primary Brain Tumors

48

166

7

Trigeminal Neuralgia

47

66

35

49

276

7

Average:

Sample cases:
Extracranial metastasis (Epipharynx adenoid cistic karcinoma):

Regression versus at the treatment
Treatment because of lung tumor (before and 2 months after treatment):

Double kidney metastasis (before and 9 months after the treatment):

a
Multiple metastases due to breast cancer (CT before and MR 3 months after the teartment):

b

Secunder melanoma in the left precentral region (before and 6 months after):

a
Acustic neurorinoma treated with high precision:

b

Very small intra-meatal tumor treated:

Trigeminal neurinoma (a single shot of 45 Gy@50% has eased the facial pain 6 months after the
treatment):

Parasagitalis meningeoma (CT before and MR 8 months after the treatment):

AVM (before and 9 months after the treatment, strong regression can be observed):

Glioma (there have been several surgeries and chemotherapy performed on this patient prior to
radiosurgery, before treatment and 8 months after treatment):

Summary
The Explorer 4DTM treatment planning system together with the ARI Vertex 360TM
irradiation unit have been serving the Rotating Gamma Institute Debrecen, Hungary since the
opening of the center in August 2007. The combination proved to be an invaluable tool for
radiosurgery of intracranial diseases.

